Microsoft Security

How to secure email and collaboration with Microsoft Defender for Office 365

Email remains the primary method of communication for most organizations... but ensuring it is a certainty solving challenge.

Microsoft Defender for Office 365 provides a comprehensive solution that offers proactive management, defense protection, reputation, and evaluations.

With Microsoft Defender for Office 365, you get:
- 92% reduced investigation time on email threats
- Ready to filter 2 billion threats in just one month
- Investigate & Hunt for threats
- Respond & Remediate
- Maintain ongoing awareness & security posture
- A safer organization and empowered SecOps team

Prevention & Detection

Emails are the top entry point for malware and social engineering attacks, so you need deep protection throughout your entire organization. Protecting on the edge is a simple step towards stopping threats before they reach the inbox. The Defender for Office 365 solution offers several different layers of protection to secure your email environment.

Layer 1: Filtering
- Exchange Online Protection
- Microsoft 365 Defender
- Mirror Exchange Online Protection
- Integrate Exchange Online Protection

Layer 2: Protection
- Vendor deep integration
- Detect and stop malicious activity
- Scans content, attachments, and safe links
- Zero-hour protection doesn’t end after email hits the inbox

Layer 3: Intelligence
- Analyzes the sender of the email, using AI & ML to detect suspicious or known-bad IP addresses and senders, and other typical user behavior
- Investigate across the full scope of a threat with advanced investigation & hunting tools

Investigator & Hunt for threats

Investigators can save up to 92% of their time by using tools that reduce investigation time by 92%.

Responsive & RemEDIATE

Surround your users with a secure perimeter. Granular policies can automatically neutralize threats and cut down the mean time to respond.

Maintain ongoing awareness & security posture

Mandatory user training based onEmail Topical training improves averages time to investigate and remediate breaches, cutting down mean time to respond.

A safer organization and empowered SecOps team

29% security costs saved
95% more secure
92% faster time to remediation

Ready to learn more?

Visit the website to learn more about Defender for Office 365.
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